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PERFORMANCE MARKETING

We are a boutique performance marketing agency, with a desire to partner with businesses looking to 
grow and become more profitable through PPC marketing.

WHO
WE ARE

We specialise in

 Google Search
 Google Shopping
 Bing Ads
 Shopping Feed Optimisation
 Conversion Rate Optimisation
 Analytics & Insights



After auditing hundreds of Google & Bing Ad accounts over the course of 12 years we started Performatic to 
help deliver results from some of the key strategies that are sometimes overlooked by in-house marketers 
and also other digital marketing agencies.

WHAT
WE DO

Some of the key features

 Search Terms Reports 
 Device Targeting 
 Demographic Targeting 
 Ad Schedules
 Match Types 
 Bidding Strategies
 Locations 
 Conversion Tracking 

We have also included some of our recent case studies detailing client success when we have taken over
management of their Google Ads accounts.

In the ever changing landscape it is important to keep ahead of the curve to ensure you consistently drive 

profits from PPC marketing campaigns.



THE BRIEF
Funky Chunky Furniture is an outstanding hand made Oak furniture company, 
they came to us with a desire for growth. As all orders are made by hand there are 
different quotas which need to be considered on a monthly basis for each product. 
Funky Chunky chose to work with Performatic due to our efficiency and ability to 
make changes quickly, efficiently and be available whenever needed.  

OUR SOLUTION
Growth was a top priority for funky chunky but with kpi’s in mind, during the time we 
have worked with Funky Chunky they have successfully scaled every aspect of their 
online marketing. We have carried out feed optimisations to ensure we are getting a 
high impression share which allows us to drive more relevant traffic to the website.

Now we have achieved a significant level of revenue we are working to increase profit 
at this level with increasing ROAS and adding Bing as an additional channel.

RESULTS (last 12 month compared to previous 12 month)

FUNKY CHUNKY
FURNITURE

“Funky Chunky Furniture has seen great success working with Performatic. We choose to work with 
Performatic due to their wealth of knowledge on Google Shopping and Search. They are like 

an extension of our in-house team whichis perfect for us. Highly recommend!”
Funky Chunky Furniture - Sophie O’mahony - Marketing Manager



THE BRIEF
Great British Mobility is a long established business with a large retail store presence. 
During the pandemic they looked to bolster their online presence and chose us to be 
their paid marketing specialists. We were tasked with increasing sales and enquiries 
through their Google Ads account which they were already running.

OUR SOLUTION
Previously the company had tried Google shopping but had not found much success 
and had their products disapproved in the merchant centre. We knew this was a 
revenue stream they were missing so pushed to give it another try. We analysed 
previous campaigns and bidding strategies and created a new shopping campaign. 
We installed web call tracking so we could see where enquiries were coming from 
and we carried out a conversion rate optimisation audit on the website identifying 
quick wins. The results speak for themselves. 

RESULTS (last 3 months compared to previous 3 months)

GREAT BRITISH 
MOBILITY

“Great team at Performatic very responsive and go the extra mile to 
make sure your campaign is as effective as possible.”

Great British Mobility - Ian Jaeger - Owner



THE BRIEF
Workwear Giant is a long established business that has always struggled to break 
through online, they came to Performatic after several agencies and consultants had 
tried to improve their performance and make the campaigns profitable. 

OUR SOLUTION
The previous ppc agencies had tried mainly to use Google search to target highly 
competitive search terms for users looking to have custom logo workwear created. 
Our approach was slightly different which allowed us to push more ad spend through 
Google shopping for the same products. This allowed us to drastically reduce our 
overall cost per click and with our optimisation techniques and a few website tweaks to 
increase page speed we managed to turn the account around and grow Google Ads 
into a very viable channel for the client. 

RESULTS (based on last 3 month period compared year on year)

WORKWEAR
GIANT

+704%

Revenue

+301%

Conversion Rate

+3236%

ROAS

“Since starting working with Performatic we have see an amazing increase in our online orders 
and enquiries, other agencies have tried and failed to do what Performatic have done for us. 

We look forward to a fruitful long term relationship.”
Workwear Giant - Steven Turner - Managing Director



THE BRIEF
Criminal Injury Helpline helps people gain compensation when they have been a victim 
of a crime.  With a wealth of experience in other areas of law this was a new department 
for the law firm 

OUR SOLUTION
We carried out initial keyword research, built out campaigns with the most relevant 
keywords to start. This is a highly competitive sector so it was important that we refined 
the campaigns and ensured we were achieving high quality scores and using detailed 
demographics to ensure we were able to gain the lowest cost per click from 
the highest quality traffic to ensure we could meet  the clients KPIS.

After only 3 months we are achieving and doubling the ad spend to increase leads 
further. 

RESULTS (based on average month)

CRIMINAL INJURIES
HELPLINE

+704%

Revenue

+301%

Conversion Rate

+3236%

ROAS

“I’ve been working with Performatic for a number of years. Their knowledge on Google PPC is truly 
outstanding. Unlike other agencies, they really provide that personal touch. They are always on hand to 

discuss strategy which I found to be really helpful. As well as this, they have done their utmost to help my 
business develop by putting forward different ideas. Glad to have them on board!”

”Criminal Injury Helpline - Zeshan Alam - Managing Director



THE BRIEF
Little Muslim Books originally started when Shabeena Rahman decided to create 
fun educational muslim childrens books. Shabeena wanted to grow her business 
and generate more revenue from her website and was recommended to Performatic
 by one of our current clients.

OUR SOLUTION
With our wealth of experience, we were sure that Google Shopping would drive re-
sults to build our strategy around. We worked closely with the client on conversion rate 
optimisations to ensure the user journey through to conversion was smooth. On top of 
Google Shopping we set up targeted search campaigns using the data we were gather-
ing from Google Shopping. 

RESULTS (based on Ramadan - Eid period compared year on year)

LITTLE MUSLIM
BOOKS

”Performatic is a very talented and hardworking agency with a genuine concern for their clients. 
Their practical and realistic goals have given me results I never imagined! They work very closely with Little 

Muslim Books to understand the details of our industry which has meant that with their direct input we have 
exceeded our targets every month. I have and would highly recommend them!”

Little Muslim Books - Shabeena Rehman - Owner



THE BRIEF
MIW Water coolers is a large business in the water cooler industry. They had an 
existing google ads account run by a PPC agency but felt they wanted more out of 
their ad spend. 

OUR SOLUTION
We audited the account and found there was work to be done on campaign 
structures, negative keywords, bids and also feed work for their google shopping 
campaigns. Over the past few months we have worked to improve the feed quality 
which greatly reduced our cost per click from Google Shopping. We refreshed ad 
copy to more on tone messages and added more negative keywords to improve 
the overall quality of the traffic.

RESULTS (based on last 3 months compared to average all time)

MIW WATER COOLER
EXPERTS

“Joel and his team at Performatic are real professionals, since using their service MIW have seen an upturn 
in sales and return on our Google spend. I would have no hesitation in recommending them.”

MIW - Mike Winter - Managing Director



HONESTY & TRANSPARENCY 
In our first 9 months of trading we have grown to over 20 clients managing over £1.5M in ad spend. We take a direct approach with 
our clients happily providing training along the way. We don’t want to bamboozle our clients with acronyms. Over the past 12 years 
of managing client’s ad spend we have found being honest and transparent creates a fantastic working relationship and allows us 
to develop long term relationships that benefit our clients’ businesses.

24/7 CAMPAIGN MONITORING 
Our clients businesses don’t close at 5pm and neither does the internet. With the use of scripts and flexible working we are able to 
offer our clients full support 7 days a week. If there is a problem ‘after hours’ you won’t need to wait days for a fix, we identify issues 
and resolve them quickly.

FULLY TRAINED ACCOUNT MANAGERS 
One feature of our business that makes us stand out is the training delivered to all our staff. Most agencies are too busy to train their 
PPC account managers and some are ‘thrown in at the deep end’. We treat our client’s ad spend like it is our own and we certainly 
wouldn’t want our money managed by a junior so why should you? 

This means that not only will your account be managed by account managers trained by our director with 12 years PPC experience 
but we instill a commercial awareness into our managers to ensure they fully understand the client’s needs not just how to build an 
ad campaign. 

CONVERSION RATE OPTIMISATION
All our clients benefit from in-depth reviews of their websites and landing pages. This means that not only will you have your spend 
professionally managed but we will also help you in the wider aspects of making sure your site is performing at its best to increase your 
performance further.

REPORTING 
All our clients benefit from a Google Data Studio report and monthly reporting. We carry out testing and learning 
as part of our standard management packages and love to show our results and findings to our clients. Monthly 
and quarterly reviews are standard where we will discuss KPI’s and benchmark results to ensure we are 
consistently improving your return on investment.

WORKING WITH US



We love nothing more than auditing Google Ads accounts and showing potential clients the possibilities. 12 years 
and hundreds of account audits and we have never seen one yet that we have not been able to improve upon, but if 
we don’t think we can we will tell you. 

GET YOUR FREE AUDIT

Our audit covers 

 Competitor Analysis
 Demographic
 Devices
 Ad Copy
 Bidding Strategy 
 Analytics Review 
 Tracking Review 
 Overall Strategy Review 
 Locations 
 Extensions 

MAKE SENSE OF YOUR GOOGLE ADS ADVERTISING
Your Google Ads advertising is constantly generating data on a second-by-second basis. It is this data that holds the value in unlocking 
the potential of any PPC advertising account. Our Google qualified PPC experts will help you make sense of all the data, and show you 
how you can utilise it to improve the return on investment your Google Ads advertising is generating.

A FREE Google Ads review is the ideal way to audit your PPC advertising without having to read pages and pages of jargon-filled 
content.
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